Red House Homeschool Group
Code of Conduct
Grounds for Suspension from Red House Homeschool Group (RHHG):
Adherence to group policies is a requirement for membership in the group. Failure to abide by
group policies and procedures may be grounds for suspension or expulsion from the group, at
the discretion of the Leadership Team.
All members of RHHG are required to be respectful at all times. Abusive or hurtful language or
behaviors will not be tolerated. Any ongoing behavioral problems could warrant a permanent
suspension from the group.
All students are required to agree to the following rules regarding respectful, appropriate behavior
during all group activities, classes, special events, and field trips:
I will keep my hands and feet to myself.
I will not talk while my teacher is talking.
I will treat my neighbor as myself.
I will not use negative or hurtful language (including insults such as “stupid,” “dumb,” and “I
hate this”) towards my teachers, fellow students, or about my classes.
I will not use profane language or take the Lord’s name in vain.
I will control my temper and will not shout, stomp, throw objects, kick or hit anyone or
anything.
I will not threaten or intimidate any person verbally (such as “I am going to push/hit/hurt you”)
or physically (such as showing fists, miming punches or kicks in the direction of a person).
I have read and understand this code of conduct and discussed it with my child(ren). I agree to abide
by these rules and to be responsible for my child’s adherence to the rules. I understand that if my child
breaches the code of conduct, permanent suspension from RHHG may result, at the sole discretion of
the RHHG Leadership Team.
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